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The present invention relates to games and 
more particularly to a game having a playing 
?eld over which a projectile is adapted to be 
propelled and in which magnetic means is utilized 
to intercept the projectile at scoring positions. 
A primary object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a new and improved game having a 
playing surface over which a ball of magnetic 
material is adapted to be propelled and a plu 
rality of ball intercepters of magnetic material 
interspersed in the ?eld in which either or both 
the ball and intercepters are permanently mag 
netized so that balls propelled over the ?eld are 
magnetically intercepted rather than being me 
chanically intercepted as in conventional games 
of this type. 
Another object of the invention is the provision 

of a new and improved game which may be made 
to simulate quite closely at regular baseball game 
in layout and in manner of playing, and which 
requires and develops strategy and skill in play 
mg. 
A more speci?c object of the invention is the 

provision of a new and improved game as above 
set forth in which the ?eld is laid off to simulate 
a vbaseball ?eld and in which the intercepting 
means are permanent magnets, and certain of 
the intercepting means are arranged to corre 
spond generally with the positions occupied by 
the in?elders and out?elders of a baseball team, 
and other of the intercepters are located at po 
sitions in the ?eld corresponding generally with 
regions into which base hits are made, and the 
former intercepters have indicia designating outs 
while the latter have indicia designating the 
value to be assigned when a ball is intercepted at 
those positions. ~ 
A still further object of the invention is the 

provision of a new and improved game as above 
set forth which may be packaged in a ?at boxlike 
structure, the side walls of which de?ne the 
perimeter of the playing ?eld and prevent escape 
of propelled balls from the ?eld. 
A general object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a new and improved game of simple ' 
design but interesting to play, inexpensive to 
manufacture and assemble, and which has no 
delicate or complicated parts so that it may be 
used for long periods of time without getting 
out of order. 

These and other objects, advantages and 
capabilities of the invention will become apparent 
from the following description wherein reference 
is had to the accompanying drawing, in-which: 

Fig. 1 is atop plan view of the improved game 
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of the present invention showing the layout of 
the playing ?eld; 

Fig. 2 is a vertical cross-sectional view taken 
on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary vertical cross-sectional 
view of the game on an enlarged scale; and 

Fig. 4 is a side elevational view on an enlarged 
scale of the ball propelling means partly broken 
away more clearly to show its structure. ' 

This application is a continuation of my co 
pending application (now abandoned) Serial No. 
27,992, ?led May 19, 1948, and entitled Simulated 
Baseball Game. 

As indicated in Figs. 1 and 2, the game of the 
present invention may, for example, be packaged 
in a relatively ?at boxlike structure of cardboard, 
paper board, or any other suitable material, which 
may be approximately 14 inches square and 1 inch 
high. This boxlike structure includes a bottom 
section Hi and a top section or cover I2 adapted 
to be received over the bottom section. Both of 
these sections may be constructed in a manner 
conventional in the paper box art. The bottom 
section has a bottom wall [4 and upstanding pe 
ripheral walls It and is adapted to contain all 
the other elements of the game. Thus when the 
cover is placed on the bottom section, the game 
forms a package convenient for handling, storage, 
shipment or display, and by virtue of its rela 
tively small size it may be set up for playing upon 
any ?at surface such as a card table. 
Fixed in the bottom section 10 is a laminated 

base 58 which includes a relatively thick inter 
‘mediate sectionor lamination 20 of relatively 
light weight paper board and paper top and bot 
tom laminations 22 and 24, respectively, which 
may be secured to the top and bottom sides of 
the intermediate lamination, preferably by means 
of a suitable adhesive. When the base is in 
position in the bottom section, the top lamina 
tion 22 provides a smooth and unobstructed 
playing surface. If desired, a slight grade may be 
produced in this top surface by elevating the edges 
of the base section slightly along its peripheral 
edges so that the top surface of the base in 
clines downwardly very slightly from its periph 
eral edges toward its center for a purpose which 
will appear hereinafter. 

This elevation of the peripheral edges of the 
base is effected by means of spacing strips 26 dis 
posed along the peripheral edges of the bottom 
section It. These strips may be of wood or paper 
board and the peripheral edges of the base sec 
tion are preferably rabbeted as indicated at 28 
in Fig. 3 to engage upon the spacing strips 26. 
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Both the strips and the base may be ?xed to the 
bottom Id of the bottom section by means of a 
suitable adhesive or by detachable means if it is 
desired to have the base removable. 

Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that the top 
side of the top lamination 22 is marked off gen 
erally to simulate a. baseball diamond and ?eld 
including the usual home plate 30, pitcher’s 
mound 32, and ?rst, second and third bases, desig-l - 
nated by the members 34, 36 and 38, respectively. 
Right and left ?eld foul zones are de?ned outside 
the lines extending from home plate to‘ ?rst base, 
and home plate to third base, respectively,v and 
the extensions of these lines. These areas bear 
a legend as shown designating them as foul zones. 

Slightly beyond the diamond a plurality oi‘ 
spaced positions 49 are marked off in the ?eld 
‘corresponding in number and generally in loca 
tion with respect to the diamond with the posi 
tion assumed by the in?elders of a baseball team 
in the ?eld. Farther out in the ?eld, it is marked 
with a second group of spaced positions indicated 
individually by the number 42 inFig, 1. These 
latter positions correspond generally in location 
with the positions assumed by the out?elders of 
a baseball team in the ?eld. These marked posi— 
tions may be of vany desired shape, the circles used 
in; the drawing being merely xemplary, and each 
of these, positions is also marked for scoring pur 
poses to designate an. out. The manner of scor 
ing will be ‘described in greater detail hereinafter. 

Interspersed in the ?eldv with the marked posi 
tions 40 and 42 described above is a plurality of 
other marked positions 54 which may also be of 
circular shape. These latter positions are located 
in the ?eld to correspond generally with the re 
gions or areas in the ?eld into which base hits are 
made, and each of the positions is provided with 
indi'oia to designate the base value to be assigned 
to. each position for scoring purposes. In addi 
tion to these positions a pair of bunt positions 46 
is: alsov provided and each of these positions is 
somarked. 
Each of the above mentioned spaced positions 

has associated therewith a magnetic means for 
intercepting balls propelled from home plate into 
the ?eld and for holding them at the position 
which forms one of the features of the present 
invention. This magnetic means may be in the 
form of a permanent magnet disposed below the 
surface of the top lamination 22 so as to leave 
the top surface or playing ?eld smooth and un 
obstructed. To achieve this’ construction the in 
termediate lamination 2E7v is provided with aper 
tures; or recesses 48 corresponding in location. to 
the- location or the player, hit, and bunt positions 
marked on the top surface, A permanent,v magnet 
58; Which is shown as being of disc or block shape 
,is disposed in each of the recesses. 518. in the in 
termediate lamination, and these magnets are 
held in position by the top and bottom lamina 
tions 22 and 26 when the latter are ?xed to the 
intermediate lamination. Thus a readily assem 
bled and inexpensive construction is provided 
which results in a reduction in cost of manufac 
ture and assembly. 
A ball 52 of magnetic material is provided for 

propelling into the ?eld from home plate and a 
magnet similar to the magnets 55 may be em 
bedded in' the intermediate lamination below 
home plate for’ releasably holding the ball when 
it is about to be struck. However, the magnetic 
holding. means may be- dispensed’ with and the 
top. surface of the base provided with a shallow 
semir-spherical depression at home plate adapted 

to receive and releasably hold the ball. The ball 
52 is preferably hollow so that it is light in weight 
and readily propelled into the ?eld. 
In order to permit the player to control the 

region of the ?eld into which the ball is to be 
propelled. in. accordance with, his skill, an im 
proved ball propelling means best. seen in Fig. 4 
is provided which will now be described. This 
means includes a cylindrical ?nger piece 54 of 
metal or wood and a ball striking means or bat 
561 also: of metal or wood. The bat normally is 
disposed radially of» the ?nger piece, as shown in 
full lines. i-nFig; and is connected thereto by a 
coil spring: 58-. A ?exible suction cup 59 is secured 

Y to the underside of the ?nger piece as indicated 
_ in, Fig;v 4, so that the propelling means may be re 
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leasably fixed to. the base I8 at any desired posi 
tion relative to home plate. In playing the game 
a. player ?rst ?xes the ?nger piece 54 to the base 
at the particular position he chooses. The outer 
end of. thebat .then- drawn. back as indicated in 
phantom inFig-.. 1, and then, released. The spring 
53 thereupon. restores the bat to radial. position 
with; respect to the» ?nger piece, causing the end 
of the bat- to strike the. ball. and propel the: same 
into the ?eld. 
The construction.- of the propelling means can 

be simpli?ed-by eliminating. the suction cup '59 
and providing the ?nger piece 54 with a flat bot 
tom. side. In. playing the-game with a. propelling 
means of this type: the‘ ?nger piece is held on the 
base [8' in any desired positionv relative to» the ball 
at home plate with the ?ngers of onev hand and 
the bat. 56v manipulated with the ?ngers of the 
other hand; 
While the ?nger piece 54 is shown to the right 

of home plate inv Fig. l in apositioncorrespond 
ing to that assumed. by a, left-handed hitter, it 
will be apparent that the propelling means could 
be operated as well withv the» ?nger piece on the 
opposite side of home. plate- in. a position corre 
sponding to that assumed by a right-handed hit 
ter. Due‘ to the fact that the position at which 
the propelling, means islocated inv batting may be 
selected by a player, itis possible quite accurately 
to control. the. area of: the. ?eld into which the ball 
is propelled. Furthermore the resilient connec 
tion between the bat and: ?nger piece allows a 
player to control the force with which the ball is 
hit because this will depend on the distance the 
bat is pulled back before being released. Thus it 
will be apparent that. skill. and strategy on the 
part’ of a player arenecessary bothin positioning 
the, propel-ling. means- and manipulating the bat 
to play the same successfully; ' 

. In. usingv the game. any number of contestants 
from two to eighteen may play at one time. Prefi 
erably the. contestants; arev divided; into. sides or 
teams with an equal; number of contestants, on 
each team and: with members of. each team alter 
nating in batting, as‘ in; a regular baseball game. 
Scoring may follow the general pattern of a reg 
ular game so that. such a game is simulated quite 
closely in. the play.. At. times, and particularly 
when» inexperienced players are. at- bat, the ball 
will pass. through‘ the ?eld. without being stopped 
by any of the intercepters. When that happens 
theperiphera-l wallsv l 6 of the. bottom section pre 
vent- escape- of the ball] and, form a barrier from 
which the ball rebounds toward the ?eld. This 
effect is increased where. the peripheral edges of 
the base of. they game are elevated. slightly... as. be 
fore described 
It W-i11..of course.v be recognized. that the. fore 

"going. instructions. or rules are merely suggestive 
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and that other rules may be devised by the players 
as they see fit. 
Although the preferred embodiment above de 

scribed utilizes separate permanent magnets for 
intercepting the ball at the various positions 
marked on the ?eld, and an unmagnetized ball of 
magnetic material, it should be apparent that the 
ball itself might be permanently magnetized or 
might carry a permanent magnet. If such a ball 
is used, then the intercepting means can be either 
a series of permanent magnets or merely unmag 
netized bodies of magnetic material. In either 
case interception of the ball will occur in the 
manner previously described as a result of the ac 
tion of magnetic forces. 
While the principles of the invention have been 

described as applied to a simulated baseball game, 
it should be apparent that they are applicable 
to games or other types which include a playing 
area or ?eld, a projectile which is propelled into 
the ?eld, and means in the ?eld for intercept 
ing objects propelled thereinto where interception 
occurs as a result of the action of magnetic 
forces. Moreover by supplying each game with 
several cover sheets or top laminations for the 
base section I8 marked o? with different play 
ing ?elds, each game may readily be converted 
from a simulated basebal1 game to some other 
type of game. This can also be accomplished 
by removably securing the base 18 in the bottom 
section [0 and ‘marking the opposite sides of the 
base with different playing ?elds so that by re 
versing the base it will be possible to play two 
games. 

It should also be apparent that modi?cations 
can be made in other parts of the game, such as 
the ball propelling means, without departing 
from the principles of the invention. Other mod 
i?cations and variations will be suggested to 
those skilled in the art which come within the 
principles of the invention as above described. 
I, therefore, desire, by the following claims, to 
include within the scope of the invention all such 
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6 
variations and modi?cations by which substan 
tially the results of my invention may be obtained 
through the use of substantially the same or 
equivalent means. 

I claim: 
1. A game board comprising a base of non 

metallic material, a plain unobstructed playing 
surface on said base, said playing surface being 
delineated to simulate a baseball playing ?eld in 
cluding a home plate and carrying indicia at 
various selected ?xed positions to indicate scor 
ing values, and metal blocks ?xed on said base 
beneath said playing surface and disposed im 
mediately beneath said home plate and said scor 
ing positions, said metal blocks being perma 
nently magnetized whereby to attract a ball of 
magnetizable material to said home plate and 
said scoring positions and to hold said ball re 
leasably thereon. 

2. The game board of claim 1 wherein said 
base is of relatively thick material and is pro 
vided with recesses located beneath the home 
plate and scoring positions and said magnetized 
blocks are disposed in said recesses. 

13. The game board of claim 1 wherein said 
playing surface is provided with elevated pe 
ripheral edges. 

HAROLD J. VOLMAN. 
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